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Department of Mathematies, University of Stockholm,
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ABSTRACT. In this short note we give a criterion of nonflattening for planar tree
like curves and some upper and lower bounds for the minimal number of inflect.ion
point.s on such curves unremovablc by difrcomorphisms of R 2 , ami tinally, calculate
the number of tree-like curves with a given Gauss diagram.

§1. INTRODUCTION

This paper provides a partial answer to the following question poscd to the
author by V.Arnold in .Tune 95. Given a generie immersion c : SI ~ ]R2 (Le. with
double points only) let ~inj (e) denote thc number of inflcct.ion points on c (assumed
finite) and let [cl denote the dass of c, Le. the connected component in the space of
generic immersions of SI to IR2 containing c. Finally, let ijinj[C] ;::: minc'E[c] ijinf(C').

PROBLEM. Estimate ijinj[C] in terms of eombinatories of c.
The problem itself is appearently motivatcd by the following classical result due

to ?v!öbius.
THEOREM. Any embcddcd noncontractible curvc on lRIP 2 ha..-" at least 3 inflection

points.
The present paper contains some answcrs for thc case when cis a tree-like curve,

i.e. satisfies the condition that if pis any double point of ethen c\p has 2 connected
components. Classcs of trec-like curves are naturally cnumerated by partially di
rected trees with a simple additional restriction on directed edges, see §2. It was a
plcasant surprise that for the clclSSe..o;; of tree-like eurvcs thcre exists a (rclatively) sim
ple combinatorial criterion eharactcrizing whcn [cl contains a Ilonftattening curve,
Le. ~inj(C] :::: 0 in terms of its tree. On the other hand, aB attcmpts to find a closed
formula for ttinj [cl in terms of partially direeted trees failed. Appcarently such a
formula does not exist, see Conclucling Remarks.

The paper is organized as follows. §2 contains some general information on tree
like curves. §3 contains a criterion of noflattcning: §4 prescllts some upper and
lower bounds for ijinf[c], Finally, in §5 wc solve a natural cOlllbinatorial question
about tree-like curvcs, namely, how many classes of tree-like curves havc the same
Gauss diagram.
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§2. SOME GENERALITIES ON PLANAR TREE-LIKE CUBVES

Recall that a generic immersion c : SI ---t IR2 is called (l tree-like CUrtlC if removing
any of its double points p we get that c \p has 2 connect.ed components, see Fig.1.
Some of the rcsults below wcre first proved in [Ai] anel latcr indcpendcntly found
by the author.

a) tree-like curve b) nontree-Ilke cutve

Fig.1. Tree-t1ke and nontree-like Immersions.

2.1. STATEMENT, (see Proposition 2.1. in [AiD. A generic immersion c: SI ---t

IR2 is a trec-like curvc Hf its Ganss diagram is planar, Lc. can be drawn on R2

without selfintersections, see Fig.2.

o
Fig.2. Planar Gauss dIagram lor ex. 1 a).

2.2. REMARK. There is an obvious isomorphism uetween thc set of all planar
Gauss diagrams and the set of all planar connected trees. Namely, cach planar
Ganss diagram GD corresponds to the following planal' tree. Let 118 place avertex
in each connected component of D2 \ GD whcre D2 is the disc bounded by thc basic
circle of GD and connect by cdges all verticcs lying in the ncighboring cOllucctcd
components. The resulting planar tree is denoted by Tr(GD). Leaves of Tr(GD)
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correspond to the connectcd components with one neighbor. On GD t.hese con
nected components have the natural cyclic order acconling to t.hair posit.ion along
the basic circle of GD. This cyclic order coincides with the natural cyclic order on
the set Lv of leaves of its planar tree Tr(GD).

Decomposition of a tree-like curve. Given a tree-like curvc c : SI --+ IR2 we
decompose its image into the union of curvilinear polygons bOlluding contractable
domains as foBows. Take the planar Gauss diagl'am GD(c) of c and considel" the
connected componel1ts of D2 \ GD(c). Each such compoIlcnt ha.<;; thc part of its
boundary lying on 51.

2.3. DEFINITION. The image of thc part of tlle bOllndary of a cOIlnccted
component in D \ GD(c) lying on S1 forms a closed nOllselfintersecting piecewise
smooth curve (a curvilincar polygon) callen the buildi1lg block of C, sec Fig.3. (We
call vertices and edges of building blocks corners and sides to distillgllisll them from
vertices alld edges of planar trecs used throughout the paper.)

Fig. 3. Splitting of a tree-like curve lnto buildlng blocks
and thelr coorlentatfon

The union of aB building blocks constitutes the wholc t.rec-like curve. Two
building blocks have at most one common corner. If they have a common corner
then they are called 1lcighboring.

2.4. LEMMA. Given a cooricntation of a tree-like Cllrve c one gets that aB sides
of any building block are cither inward or outward cooriented W.r.t. the interior of
thc block.

PROOF. Simple induction on the number of bllildillg blocks. 0
Since every building block bounds a contractible domain the outward and inward

coorientation have thc clear meaning. We denote the outward coorientation of a
building block by ,+' and the inward by 1_' placcd Hear the corresponding vertex
of Tr(c).

2.5. DEFINITION. Given a tree-like Cllrve c we associat.e to it. thc following
planar partially directed trce Tr(c). At first we take the undirectcd tree Tr(GD(c))
whcre GD(c) is the Gauss diagrarn of C, sec Remark 2.2. (Vertices of Tr(GD(c))
are in l-l-correspondence with building blocks of c. Neighborillg blocks correspond
to adjacent vertices of Tr(GD(c)).) For each pair of neighbol'ing building blocks b1

and b2 we do the following. Ir a building block b1 contains a ncighborillg builcling
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block ~ thon we direct the corresponding edge (bI, b2 ) of Tr(GD(c)) from b1 to ~.

Thc resulting partially directcd planar tree is denoted hy Tr(c).
Since Tr(c) depends only on thc dass [cl we will also usc the notat.ion Tr(c].
2.6. DEFINITION. Consider a partially directed trcc Tr (Lc. some of its edges

are directed). Tr is called a noncolliding partially directed trcc 01' ncprl-tree if any
path of Tr cloes not contain edges pointing at. cach other. Thc usual trce Tri
obtained by forgetting directions of all edges of Tr is called undedying.

2.7. LEMMA. a) For any tree-like curve c its Tr(c) is nOllcolliding;
b) thc set of dasses of tree-like curves is in l-l-corrcspondencc with the set of

ncpd-trees.
P ROOF. A connccted componcnt of tree-like curves with a given Gauss diagram is

uniquely determined by the enclosure of neighboring bllilding blocks. The obviollS
restrietion that if two building blocks contain the third one then one of them is
contained in the other is equivalent to the noncolliding property. (See an example
on Fig. 4.) 0

a +

b -

Fig. 4. Ncpd·lree Tr(c] lor the example on Flg.3
wilh the coorlenlalion 01 ils vertices

2.8. REMARK. In terms of the above ncpd-troe olle can casily dcscribe thc
\Vhitney index (or the total rotation) of a given tree-like curve (; as weIl as thc
coorientation of its building blocks. Namely, fixing thc inwarel 01' olltward coorien
tation of some building block we determine the coorientation of any other building
block as folIows. Take the (only) path connccting the vertex corresponding to the
fixed block with thc vertex corresponding to thc other block. Ir the number of undi
rected edges in this path is odel then the cooricntation chances anel if this numoer is
even then it is preserved. (In other words, Coor(bt) = (-1)q{b 1 ,b:d Coar(bz) where
q(bt , bz) is the number of unelirecteel edges on thc abovc path.)

2.9. LEMMA, (see theorem 3.1 of [Ai]).

ind(c) = L Coor(bi ).

biETr{c)

Pn.OOF. Obvious. 0

§3. NONFLAT'I'ENING OF TREE-LIKE CURVES

In this section we givc a criterion for nonflattening of a tree-like curvc in terms
of its ncpd-tree. (The author is aware of thc fact that some of the proofs below are
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rather sloppy since they are based on very simple explicit geometrie eonstructions
on IR2 which are not so easy to describe with complete rigorousness.)

3.1. D EFINITI0 N. A tree-like Cllrve C (or its dass [c]) is callecl uonflattcning if
[cl contains a generic immersion without infleetion points.

3.2. DEFINITION. The convex coorientation of a nonflattcning tree-like curve
c : SI ---7 R2 is defined as folIows. The tangent Hne at any p E c belongs locally to
one component of lR2

\ c and we choose at p a veetor transversal to e anel pointing
at that connected component anel extend it by contiullity on the whole curve, see
Fig.5.

~
d

f e _ b C

+ + +
+ a

Flg.5. Nonflattening curve with the convex coorientation
and its ncpd-tree.

3.3. DEFINITION. Given a building block b of a tree-Iike curve C WB call a corner
v of b is called 0/ V-type (01 I\-type resp.) if the interim' angle bet\\'cen thc tangents
to its sides at v is bigger (smaller resp.) than 180°, sec Fig.G. (Thc interior angle
is the one contained in the interior of b.)

3.4. REMARK. If v is a V-type eonler then the ncighboring block b' sharing
the corner v with b lies inside b, i.e. V-type corners are in l-l-correspondence with
edges of thc Ilcpd-trce of c dirccted from the vertex correspoIlding to b.

3.5. CRITERION OF NONFLATTENING. A tree-like curve c is nonflattening Hf the
following 3 conditions hold for one of two possiblc cooricntatioIls of its ncpd-trcc,
(see lemma 2.4).

a) all vertices of degrcc 1 are outward cooriented;

b) all vertices of degree 2 are outward cooriented;

c) any inward cooriented vertex has degrcc k ~ 3 anel at most, k - 3 leaving eelges
(i.e. edges directed from this vertex).
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corner tor the block b
and f\-type corner tor c

a

f\·type corner for the block b
and f\-type corner for a

Fig. 6. V- and /\-type corners for a building block.

PROOF. The necessity of a) - c) is rather obviollS. Indeed, in t.he cases a)
and b) a vertex of degree :5 2 corresponds to the bllilding block with at most 2
corners. Ir such a building block belangs to a nonftattening tree-like curve then it
must be globally convex amI therefore autward cooriented w.r.t. the above convex
coorientatian. For c) consider an inward coariented (w.r.t. COllvex cooricnt.ation)
building block b of a nonflattening curve. Such b is a cllrvilinear polygon with
locally concave edges. Assmning that fJ has k corners Olle gets that thc sum of
its interior angles is less than 1r(k - 3). Therefore t,he numbel' of V-type corners
(or leaving edges at the corresponding vertex) is less t.Itan k - 3. (Sec Fig.7 for
violations of conditions a)-c). )

Sllfficiency of a)-c) is provcd by a relatively explicit cOllstruct.ioll. Given a ncpd
tree satisfying a) - c) let tlS construct a nonflattening Cllrve wit.h this trec tlsing
induction of the numbcr of verticcs. \Vhile constructing this curve inductively we
provide additionally that every building block is star-shapcd with respoct to some
interior point, i.c. the segment, connecting this point with a point on the boundary
of thc block always lies in its convox huH.

Case 1. A ncpd-trce contains an outward cooriented lcaf connected to an out
ward coorionted vertcx (and thercfore the connocting edgc is directcd). Obviously,
the tree obtained by removal of this leaf is also an ncpd-tree. By the inductive
hypothesis we can construct a nOllftattcning curve corrcsponcliug to tho reduced
tree and then dependi'ng on orielltation of the removed edge either glue inside the
appropriatc locally convex hllilding block a small convex loop (which is obviollSly
possible) 01' glue a big locally convex loop containing the whole curvo. Thc pos
sibility to glue a big locally convcx Ioop containing the \Vhole Clll'Ve is proved in
lemma 3.9.

Case 2. All leaves are connected to inward cooricntcd vcrticcs. (By conditions
a) and b) these vertices are of degrce 2: 3.) Using thc ncpd-trec we call find at least
1 inward cooriented vertex b which is not smaller than ,my other vertex, Le. the
corresponding building block contains at least 1 exterior siele. Let k be the degree
of band el, ... , ek be its edges in the cyclic order. (Each Ci is eit.her llndirected or
leaving.) By assurnption c) the number of leaving udges is at lIlost k - 3. If we
remove b with all its edges then the remaining forest consists of k trces. Each of
the trees connected to b by an unclirccted edge is an ncpd-tl'cc. \Vc make evcl'Y treo
connected to b by a lcaving cdge into an ncpd-tree by gllling thc unclirected edge
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instead of thc rcmovcd directed aud wc mark the extra vcrtcx wc gct.. By induction,
we can construct k nonftattening curves corresponding to each of k obtaincd ncpd
trees. Finally, we have to glue thcm to thc corners of a locally COIlcave k-gon with
the sequence of V- and !\-type corners prescribed by Cl, .•• , CI.:. Thc possibility of
such a gluing is proved in lemma., 3.11 and 3.12. 0

SUPPORTING LEMMAS FOR CASE 1.

a)

+ +

b) c)

Flg.7. Curves and their ncpd-trees violating each of the 3 conditions of
proposition 3.5. separately

3.6. Important construction. The following operation called contmcting ho
mothety will be extensively used below. It does not change thc class of a tree-like
curve and thc munber of infiection points.

Taking a tree-like curvc c aneI its double point p wc split c \]J into 2 parts c+
and c- intersccting only at p. Let 0+ and 0- denote the union of convcx hulls of
building blocks contained in c+ and c- resp. There are 2 options a) one of domains

contains thc other, say, 0- C 0+; or b) n- n n+ = {p}.

In case a) the rcsult of contracting homothety (the llsllal hOlllothety applied
to c- and thcn smoothening of thc 2nd and lligher derivat.ives at p) is Cl. trcc-like
curve Cl isotopic to c and such that c+ = ci while Cl lies in an arbitrary small
neighborhood of p.

In case b) we can apply a contracting homothety to eithcr of 2 parts and get 2
nonflattening tree-like curves Cl aneI C2 isotopic to c and such that cither c+ =ci
while Cl lies in an arbitrary small neighborhood of ]J or c- = (;2 while c.i lies in
an arbitrary small neighborhood of p. See Fig.8 for the illustration of contracting
homothety.

3.7. DEFINITION. Consider a locally convex domaiIl 0 in IR2 wit.h a piecewise
C2 -smooth boundary ao. 0 is called rosette-shaped if for any siele e of an there
exists a point p(e) E e such t.hat 0 lies in one of the closed halfspaces lR2 \ lp(e)
w.r.t thc tangent line lp(e) to an at p(e).

3.8. REMARK. For a rosette-shaped n there exists a sIIloot.h COIlVCX CUfVC ')'(c)
containing 0 in its interior and tangent to ao at exactly one point lying on a givcn
side e of an.
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point of
homothety

Fig. 8. Contracting homothety fer enclosed and not enclosed building blocks.

3.9. LEMMA. Consider a nonfiattening trcc-likc curvc c wit.h the convex coori
entation and its locally convex building block b containing at least one exterior
side, Le. a side bounding the noncompact exterior domaiu on IR2

. There exists a
nonflattening curve c' isotopic to c such that its building block bl corresponding to
b bounds a rosette-shaped domain.

PROOF. Step 1. Let k denotc the number of corners of b. Consider connccted
components Cl, ... , Ck of C \ b. By assumption that b contains an cxterior sidc one
has that evcry Ci lies either inside or outside b (can not contalI1 b). Thercfore
using contracting homothety we can make every Ci small anel lying in t.he small
neighborhood of its corner preserving the nonflattening property.

Step 2. Take the standard unit circle Sl C R2 and choose k points on Sl. Then
deform SI slightly into a picccwise smooth locally convex Cllrve SI wit.h the same
sequence of V- and I\-type corners as on b. Now gluc the small components Cl, ... , Ck

(after appropriate linear transformation applied to each Ci) to SI in the same order
as they sit on b. The resultillg Cllrve Cl is a nonftattening tree-likc curve with the
same ncpd-trce as c. 0

3.10. COROLLARY. Dsing the remark 3.8. one can glue a big locally COllVCX
loop containing the whole Cl amI tangent to Cl at oue point Oll any exterior edge
and then deforrn this point of tangency into a double point and t.hereforc get. the
nondegcnerate tree-like curve required in case 1.

SUPPORTING LEMMAS FOR CASE 2.
Take any polygon Pol with k verticcs and with the same sequence of V- and

t\-type verticcs as given by eI, "'l ek, see notations in the proof of case 2. The
existence of such a polygon is cxactly guarantecd by condition c), i.e. k ~ 3 <lnd
the number of interior angles > 7i" is less or equal than k - 3. Deform it slightly to
make it into a locally COIlcave curvilinear polygon which we denote by ru.

3.11. LEMMA. It is possible to glue a nonftattening curvc c (after an appropri

ate diffeomorphism) through its convex exterior edgc to any A-type vertex of ru
placing it outside N and preserving nonflattcning of the union.
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PROOF. \Ve assurne that thc building block containing thc siele e of the CUl've
C to which we have to glue v is rosette-shaped. \Ve choose a point p Oll e and
substitute e by 2 convex sieles meeting transversally at p. Then we apply to c a
linear transformation putting the origin at p in order to a) make csmall; b) make
the angle between the new sieles equal to the angle at the i\-type vertex to which
we have to glue c. After that wo glue cand smoothen the llighcr derivatives. 0

3.12. LEM MA. It is possible to glue a nonflatteuing curve cafter cutting away
its exterior building block with 1 corner to a V-type vertex of ru and preserving
nonflattening of the union. The curve is placed inside N.

PROOF. The argument is essentially the same as above. "'e cut away a convex
exterior loop from c alld apply to the remaining curve a liucar transformation
making it sl1mB and making the angle between 2 sides at. the corner where we have
cut away CL loop equal to thc angle at tohe V-type vertex. Thcn wc glue the rcsult
to the V-type vertex and smoothen the higher derivativcs. 0

§4. UPPER AND LOWER ßOUNDS OF ijinJ[C] FOR TREE-LIKE CURVES

Violation of any of the above 3 conditions of nonflattcning leads to tbe appear
anee of unremovable by diffeomorphisms inflection points on a tree-likc curve. At
first we reduce the Question about the minimal ntunher tiinJ(C] of inficction points
on the classes of tree-like eurves to a purely combinatorial problem and then give
some upper and lowcr bounds for this numbcr. Some of the geometrie proofs are
only sketched for thc same reasons as in thc previous section. Since wo are in
terested in inflcctions which survive lInder the action of diffeomorphisms of IR2 we
will assume from now on that aB eonsidered curves have only locally unremovable
inflection points. (For example, the germ (t, t 4 ) is not intcresting since its inftection
disappears after a small deformation of the germ.)

4.1. DEFINITION. A generic immersion C : SI ~ IR? the inftection points of
which eoincide with some of its double points is ealled normalizcd.

4.2. PROPOSITION. Evcry tree-like curve is isotopic to a llonnalized trce-likc
eurve with at most the same number of infleetion points.

PROOF.

Step 1. The idea of the proof is to separate building blocks as nmch as possible
and then substitute every block by a curvilinear polygon with 1I0nftat.tening side.'l.
Namely, given a tree-like C let us partially order tbc vertices of its llepd-trce Tr[c]
by ehoosing one vertex as the root (vertex of level 1). Then we assign to all its
adjacent vertices level 2, etc. The only requirement for tohe choke of thc root is that
aB thc direeted edges point from the lower level to the lügher. Olle cau immcdiately
see that noncolliding property garantecs the existence of at lea.Fit one root. Given
such a partial order wc apply consecutively aseries of contractillg homothetics to all
double points as folIows. \Ve start with double points which are the corncrs of the
building block b corresponding to the root. Then wc apply contracting homothet.y
to all connected eomponents of c \ b. Then we apply cOlltractillg homothcty to all
conneeted components of c \ (Ub i ) where bi has level less or cqual 2 ete. (See an
example on Fig.9.) Note that evcry building block except for the root. has its father
to which it is attached through a i\-type corner since the root contains an exterior
edge. Thc resulting curve c has the same type and Iltunbcr of inflcct.ion points as
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c and widely separated building blocks. Every building block lies in a very small
neighborhood of the corrcsponding corner of its father aud the radius of smallness
increases from level to level.

2

Fig.9. Separation of building blocks of different levels by contracting
homothety. (Numbers show different levels of bullding blocks.)

Step 2. Now we substitute every side of every building block by a nonftattcning
arc not increasing thc number of inftection points. Fixing some orientation of C
wc assign at every double point 2 oriented tangent elements to 2 brauches of c in
the obvious way. Note that we can assume that any 2 of these tangent elements
not sharing thc same vertex are in general position, Lc. the line connecting the
footpoints of the tangent elements is different from both tangent lilles.

Initial change. At first we will substitut.e evcry lmilding block of t.he highest
level by a convex loop. There exists a smooth (except for the corner) convex loop
gluing which inst.ead of the buileling block will make the whole new cllrve C1-SlIloOth
and isotopic to c in the class of C1-smooth curvcs. This COllvex loop lies on the
definite siele W.r.t. both tangent. lines at the double point. Note that if t.lle original
removed building block lies wrongly W.r.t. one (both resp.) tangent lines then it
has at least 1 (2 resp.) inftectioll points. After constrllcting a C1-smooth curve wc
change it slightly in a small neighborhood of the double point in order to provide
for each branch a) if thc branch of cchange.o;; convexity at the double point thcn wc
produce a smooth inftection at the double point; b) if the branch does not change
the convexity then we malm it smooth. The above remark garautccs tlmt thc t.otal
number of inftection points does not increase.

Typical change. Assume tImt all blocks of level> i al ready have nonftattcning
sides. Take any block b of level i. By the choice of the root it has a unique I\-type
corner with its father. The block b has adefinite sequence of its V- and I\-type
corners starting with the attachment corner and going around b clockwise. "Te
cut away all connected components of c \ b which havc level> i then substitute
b by a curvilinear polygon with nonflattening sides ami then glue back the blocks
we cut of. Let us draw thc uSllal polygon Pol with thc same seql1ence of V- and
I\-type vertices as for b. Now we will deform its sides into COllvex and concave arcs
depending on the sides of the initial b. Thc tangent elements to t.lle enels of same
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side of b ean be in one of 2 typical normal 01' 2 typical abnormal positions (up to
orientation-proserving affine transformations of IR2 ), see Fig.l0.

.. ..

~ --~-----

normal abnormal

Fig.10. Normal end abnormal positions of the tangent elements
to a side.

If the position of the tangent elements is normal thon we defonn the eorrespond
ing side of Pol to get a nonflattening are with tbe same position of the tangent
elements as for the initial sidc of b. If the position is abnormal then we deform
thc side of Pol to get a nonftattening are which has the same position w.r.t. thc
tangent element at the beginniug as thc original side of b. Analogolls considerations
as before show that after gluing everything back and smoothening thc total number
of inflections will not increase. 0

4.3. DEFINITION. Given a planar tree Tr we denote by its lat Hcpd-tree FTr
the planar graph obtained froIll Tr by 'blowing up' each vertex iuto a polygon
with the number of vertiees equal to the degree of the vertex, see Fig. 11. These
polygons are ealled lat verticcs. Again we eall by sidcs cdges of thc fat vertiees to
distinguish them from the edges of the original tree Tr. A fat trcc with signs '+'
01' '-' on every side of each fat vertex is called labellcd.

4.4. DEFINITION. Given a tree-like normalized curve ewe associate to it thc
following labelled fat ncpd-trce. \Ve take the fat trec FTr[c] obtained froIll Tr[e].
(Pay attention to the fact that if we contract the edges of the original trcc Tr[c]
then the fat tree FTr[c] is homeomorphic to the original curve e alld the sides of
c are in l-l-corrcspondcnce wit.h the sides of FTrc .) Thon we Pllt on each side of
each fat vertex of FTr[c] '+' 01' '-' dcpending on whether thc corrcsponding siele
of the eorresponding building block is eonvex 01' concave w.r. t. thc interior of thc
block, sec Fig. 11. (Note that this labclling dcpends Oll a particular choice of c anel
not only on [c].)

The following proposition is closely rclated to thc criterion of nOllftattening from
§2.
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4.5. PROPOSITION (CRITERION OF REALIZABILITY OF A LABELLED FAT TRßE).

There exists a tree-like normalizccl curve with a given labellecl fat. Ilcpcl-tree if allel
only if the following 3 conelitions hold

a) the side of every I-sieled fat vertex is marked by '+'j
b) 2 sieles of cvery 2-sideel fat vertex are marked eithcr by '++' 01' by '+-';
c) if all sides of some fat. vertex with k ~ 3 sieles are marked by '-' tohen there

exists at most k - 3 directcd edgcs of the initial t.ree leaving this fat vertex.
SKETCH OF PROOF. Thc necessity of a)-c) is obvious. These conditions garantee

thc existence of all building blocks with nonfiattening sieles. It. is easy to see timt
they are, in fact, sufficient. Realizing each building block by same curvilincar
polygon with nonflattening sides we can glue them together in aglobai normalized
trec-like curve. Namely, we start from some building block which contains an
exterior celge. Then we gluc all its neighbors to its corners. (lu order to be able to
glue them we make them small anel adjust the gluing angles by appropriate linear
transformations.) Finally, we smoothen highcr derivatives at all corners alld then
proceed in the same way for all ncw corners. 0

g

Flg.11. Ncpd-tree and the fat labeled ncpd-tree obtalned from a glven normalized
tree-like curve.

Combinatorial setup. The above proposition 4.5. allows 11:'l to reformulate t.lle
question about the minimal number of inflection points tiin/[C] for t.rce-likc curves
combinatorially.
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4.6. DEFINITION. A labelling of a fat ncpd-tree is callecl (Idmissible if it satisfies
the conditions a)-c) of proposition 4.5.

Note that sides of all fat verticcs of a given planar fat tree have the natural cyclic
order.

4.7. DEFINITION. Given a labelIed fat ncpel-tree LFTr consielel' 2 consecutive
(in the natural cydic order) sides belonging to 2 diffenmt fat. vertices (Le. these sieles
are connected by an cdge of thc original tree). \Ve say that t.hese sieles create an
inflection point if either a) t.heir signs coincide and thc eonnccting eclge is clirected;
01' b) their signs are different anel the connecting edgc is undirectecl. For a given
labelIed fat tree LFTr let ~inj (LFTr) denote the totalnumber of cl'eated inflection
points.

4.8. PROPOSITION (combinatorial reformulation). For a given trce-like curve C

one has

where the minimum is takcIl over the set of all admissible labellings of FTl'[c] allel
FTr[c] is the fat ncpd-trcc of c.

PROOF. This is the dil'cct corollary of propositiolls 4.2 and 4.5. NRIllely, for
every tree-like curve Cisotopic to c there exists a normalized eurvc c' with at most
thc same number of inflection points. Thc numbcr of inflcction points of c' coincidcs
with that of its labelled fat ncpel-tree. On t.he other side, for cvery admissible
labelling of FTr[c] there cxists a normalized curve d with such a labclled fat ncpd
tree. 0

Lower bound. A natural lower bound for Üinj[C] can be obtaincd in terms of the
llcpd-tree Tr[c] (without any use of FTr[c]). Choosc any coorientation of c aud
the corresponding coorientation of Tr[c], see §2. All l-sided building blocks of c
(corrcsponding to the leaves of Tr[cD have the natural cycHe order. (This oreler
coincides with the natural cydic order on all lcaves of Tr[c} accoreling to thair
position on the plane.)

4.9. D EFIN ITIO N. A neighboring pair of I-sided building blocks (or of leavcs
on Tr[cD is callcd reversing if thc eoorientations of these blocks are different.. Let
~rcv[C] denote the total number of reversing neighboring pairs of building blocks.

Note that ~rev[C] is even and independent on the choke of cooricntation of c.
Moreover, ~rev[c] depends only on the dass [cl and thcreforc wc can llse the abovc
notation instead of ~rev (c).

4.10. PROPOSITION. Ürcl'[C] ~ Üinj[C].
P ROO F. Pick a point ]Jj in eaeh of I-sided building blocks bi such that the

side is locally convex near Pi w.r.t. the interior of bio (Such a choice is obviously
possible since bi has just 1 siele.) The proof is accomplished by t.he following simple
observation.

Take an immersed segment "'/ : [0, 1] ~ IR2 such tImt ",/(0) anel ,(I) are not
inflection points and the total llllluber of inftection points Oll I is finite. At each
nonftattening point ]J of 'Y we ean choose the convex coorientation, sec §3, Le. since
the tangent line to 'Y at p belongs locally to 1 eonnecteel component of IR2

\ "'/ we can
choose a transversal vector pointing at that halfspace. Let us denote thc convcx
coorientation at p by n(p).
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4.11. LEMMA. Assume that wq have fixed aglobai coorientation Goor of f'

If Coor(O) = n(O) and Goor(l) = n(l) then 'Y contains an evcn number of locally
unremovable inflections. Ir Goo1'(O) =n(O) alld Goor(l) is opposite to n(l) then f
contains an odd ntlmber of locaBy unremovable inflectiolls.

PROOF. RecaB that we have assumed that aB our illflect.ioll points are unre
movable by Ioeal deformations of thc curvc. Thcrefore passing t.hrough such an
infiection point the convex coorientation changes to tbe opposite. D

Upper bound.
4.12. DEFINITION. Each pair ofueighboring l-sided blocks of c (lcaves of FTr[c]

resp.) is joincd by the unique segment of c (path in FTr[c] re5p.) called connecting.
Ir a connecting path joins a pair of neighboring I-blocks (leaves rcsp.) with thc
opposite coorientations then it is callcd an rcversing COH7wctiu!J path, compare wit.h
4.9.

4.13. D ßFINITI0 N. Let us call by a joint of a trcc-likc cm'vc a Iloncxtcndablc
sequence of 2-sided building blocks not contained in each other. (On t.he level of its
ncpd-tree one gets a sequence of degree 2 vcrtices connected by undirected egdes.)

Evcry joint consists of 2 smooth intersecting segment.s oE c called threads belong
ing to 2 different connecting paths.

4.14. DEFINITION. For evcry nonrcvcrsing connect.ing path (J in FTr[c] we
determine the standard sign distribution of this path as follows. First wc put 1+' ~~'~

on one end of p. If the next siele of p is connectcd to thc L1B:rbyrili-illlclirectcd edge w.~ ,

of Tr[cJ then we change the sign and if thc edge is directed then we keep the sign. liec.
(By definition both ends of p will bc labelIed by 1+1.)

4.15. DEFINITION. A joint is called suspicious if either
a) both its threads He on nonrcversing paths and hoth sides of some 2-sided

block from this joint are labellcd by '-' W.r. t. the standard sign distribution of
nonreversing paths; 01'

b) one thread He..o;;; on nonreversing path and there exists a block from this joint thc
side of which lying on the nonreversing path is labelIed by '-' (w.LL the standard
sign distribution)j or

c) both threads He on reversing paths.
Let ~jt denote the total number of suspicious joints.
4.16. DEFINITION. A building block with k sides is called snspicious if
a) if contains at least k - 3 ot.her blocks, Le. at least k - 3 cdges are leaving thc

corresponding vertex of the trcc;
b) aB sides lying on nonreversing paths are labelIed with '-' W.r.t,. the standard

sign distributions of these nonreversing paths.
Let Übl denote the total number of suspicious blocks. \
4.17. PROPOSITION.

PROOF. According to the statement 4.8 for an)' tree-like curvc COlle has Üin/[C] ~
Üin/(LFTr) where LFTr is some admissiblc labelling oE the fat. ncpd-tree FTr[c)
of c. Let us show timt there exists an admissible labelling of FTr[c] with at most
Urev[c] + 2(Üjt + Übl) inflection points, see Def 4.7. First, we fix thc standard sign
distribution of all nonreversing paths. Then for each revcrsing path wc choose any
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sign distribution requiring exactly 1 inflection point to get the necessary signs of all
leaves. Now the labelling of the whole fat ncpd-tree is fixed but it. is not admissiblel
in general. In order to make it admissible we have to provide conditions b) and c) of
Proposition 4.5 for at most ~jt suspicious joints and at most ~bl suspicious blocks.
To make cach such suspicious joint or block aclmissihle we necel to introdl1ce at
most 2 inftection point. Proposition follows. 0

§5. ENUMERATION OF TREE-LIKE CURVES WITH A GIVEN GAUSS DIAGRAM.

In this section we calculate thc number of different classes of tree-like curves
which have the same Gauss diagram.

5.1. PRO POS!TI0 N. There exists a l-l-correspondcnce bet\vccn classes of ori
ented tree-like curves on nonoriented IR2 and the set of all planar ncpd-trees on
oriented IR2

•

PROOF. Obvious.
5.2. DEFINITION. For a given planar tree Tr considcl' the SUbgTOUp Dij j(Tr) of

all orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms of IR2 sending Tr homeomorphically onto
itself as an cmbcdded l-complex. The subgroup PAut(Tr) of the group Aut(Tr) of
automorphisms of Tr as an abstract tree induccd by DiJ/(Tr) is callcd thc group
0/ planar a11.tomorphisms 0/ Tr.

The following simple proposition gives a complcte description of diffcrent possible
groups P A1tt(Tr). (UllfortunatelYl the author was unable to find tolle corrcsponding
reference. )

5.3. STATEMENT.

(1) The group P Aut(Tr) of planar automorphisms of a given planar tree T7' is
isomorphie to Z /Zp alld is conjugate by an appropriate diffeomorphisIIl to
the rotation about same eentre by multiples of 2n /p.

(2) If PAut{Tr) = Z/Zp for p > 2 thcn thc abovc ccntre of rotation is a vertex
ofTr. .

(3) For p = 2 the centre of rotation is cithcr a vertex of T7' 01' tlle micldle of its
edge.

(4) If the centre of rotat.ion is a vertex of Tr then t.he action PAut (Tr) on Tr is
free except of the centre and the quotient can be ielentified with a connected
subtree STr C Tr containing thc centre.

(5) For p = 2 if the centre is thc middle of an edge then the act.ion of P Aut(Tr)
on Tr is free except for this edge.

SKETCH OF PROOF. The action of PAut(Tr) Oll the set Lv(Tr) of lcaves of Tr
preserves the natural eyclie orcler on Lv(Tr) and thus reduces to thc Z/Zp-aetion
for some p. Now each element 9 E P Aut(Tr) is determined by its action on Lv(Tr)
and thus thc whole P Aut(Tr) is isomorphie to Z/Zp. Indecd consider same Z/Zp
orbit 0 on Lv(Tr) and all vertices of Tr adjaccnt to O. Thcy are all pairwise
different 01' all eoincide since otherwise they ean not form an orbit of thc action of
diffeomorphisms on Tr. D

PROOF. Obvious. D
5.4. PROPOSITION. The number q(GD) of all classes of orientcd tree-like curves
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on nonoriented IR2 with a given Gauss diagram GD on n vert.ices is equal

a) 20
-

1 + (n _1)2 0
-

2 , if PA'llt(GD) is trivial;

b) 22k - 2 + (2k - 1)22k-3 + 2k - 1 where n = 2k, if P Aut(GD) = Z/2Z

and the rotation centre is the rniddle of thc siele;

Q(GD) = c) 2k + (2 0
-

1 + (n - 1)2U
-

2 - 2k )/p, where n = kp + 1 anel

PAut(GD) = Z/pZ for some prime p (inclucling PAut(GD) = Z/2Z

with a central vertex);

d) for the general case see Proposition 8 bclow.

PROOF. By Proposition 5.1 we enumerate ncpd-trees with a givcn llndcrlying
planar tree Tr(DG).

Case a). Let us first calculatc only ncpel-trees all edges of which are directed.
The number of such ncpd-trees equals the nllmbcr n of vertices of Tr(DG) since
for any such tree there exists such a source-vcrtex (all edges are dircctcd from this
vertex). Now let us calclllate the number of ncpd-trees with 1 llndirectcd edges.
Since Aut(GD) is trivial we can assume that all vertices ofTr(GD) are enumerated.
There exist (";1) subgraphs in Tr(GD) containing 1 edges anti for each of these
subgraphs there exist (n - 1) ncpd-trees with such a sllbgraph of ulldirected edges.
Thus the total number q(GD) ~ E~;OI (";I)(n -1) = 20

-
1 + (n - 1)2"-2.

Case b). The Z/2Z-action on the set of all ncpd-trees splits them into 2 groups
according to thc cardinality of orbits. The number of Z/2Z-illvariant ncpd-trees
equals thc numbcr of aB subtrecs in a tree on k vertices where n = 2k (since thc
source-vertex of such a tree necessarily lies in the centre). The last llumbcr equals
2k - l • This gives q(GD) = (2n

-
1 + (n - 1)20

-
2 - 2k - 1)/2 + 2k

-
1 :;:: 22k - 2 + (2k 

1)22k-3 + 2k - 1 .

Case c). The Z/pZ-action on the set of aB ncpd-trees splits tohem into 2 groups
according to thc cardinality of orbits. The nllmber of Z /pZ-illvariant ncpd-trccs
equals to the number of alt subtrees in a tree on k + 1 vcrtices where n = pk + 1
(since thc source-vertex of such a trcc lies in the centre). The last Ilumbcr equals
2k . This gives q(GD) = 2k + (2 U

-
1 + (n - 1)2"-2 - 2k )/p.

5.5. PROPOSITION. Considcl' a Gauss diagram GD with the trcc Tr(GD) on n

vcrtices which has Aut(Tr) = Z/pZ where pis not. a prime. Thcn for each nontrivial
factor d of p the number of llcpel-trees with the Z/dZ-gTOUp of syllllIlctry equals

EJL(d')2~
d'ld

where Jl(d') is the Möbius function. (This gives a rather unpleasant. expression for
the number of all tree-like curves with a given GD if [J is an arbitrary positivc
integer.)

PROOF. Consider for each cl such that dip the subtree STrd on km + 1 vertices
111 = ":lI 'spannillg' Tr with respect to the Z/d'Z-actioIl. Thc nllmber of ncpd
trees invariant at least W.r.t Z/dZ equals 2km wherc p:;:: dm and n = kp + 1. Thus
by inclusion-exclusion formula one gcts that the nlllnber of ncpd-t.rces invariant.
exactly W.r.t. Z/dZ equals Ed'ld Jl(d')2~. 0

PROBLEM. Calculate the nllIIlber of ncpd-trees wit.h a giVCIl llllclcrlying tree anel
of a given index.
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§6. CONCLUDINC REMARKS.

In spite of the fact that there exists a reasonablc critcrion of nonflattcning in thc
dass of tree-like curves in terms of their ncpd-trees the author is convinced tImt
therc is no dosccl formula for ~inf[c]. Combinatorial rcformlllation 4.7. recluccs
calculation of ~inf[c] to a rather eomplicated diserete optimization problem whieh
can hardly have any closed answer. (Onc ean even make spcclliations about the
computational complexity of the above optimization problem.)

The lower and upper bonnels presenteel in §4 ean be improverl by llsing much
more complicated charactcrics of an ncpd-tree. On thc other siele, both of them are
exact on some ncpd-trces. Sincc thc closcd formula is unavailable thc author was
not trying to gct the best possible estimations.
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